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Address:

1-5/436 Burke Rd, Camberwell VIC 3124

Phone: (03) 8849 9096
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Janey Lister23:32 28 Feb 23

I've seen three different physios here and they've all gone above and beyond for my treatment and support. Always know I'm in good hands here.
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MoonFund Capital13:25 01 Dec 22

The most caring & knowledgeable healthcare team in Melbourne, that I’ve found. Soo happy with my care. 🙏🏼
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Monique Ronai02:53 14 Sep 22

Highly satisfied with my service of care. The staff are so friendly and kind and clearly care for all their patents. My physio's constantly check up on me and help adapt to my injury for better long-term progression. They have helped locate the issue and helped me recover, back to my physical full potential!



[image: Derek Ackary]
Derek Ackary00:45 14 Sep 22

I have just completed a course of treatment with Hannah and I write to thank Hannah and the team at Upwell Health for their professional and friendly service.The treatment I received fixed an ongoing back issue I have had for many years as a former amateur footballer. After seeking treatment at other clinics over the last several years, I wasn’t quite able to fully fix my issue.However, Hannah took the time to fully understand and diagnose the exact cause of my pain and was able to develop a course of treatment and a rehab program that has me feeling the best I have felt in years!I fully recommend Upwell Health for any physiotherapy concerns you may have. Thanks again Hannah!
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Clare Groves23:51 11 Sep 22

Ryan’s clinical work, knowledge and skill has been life changing- after complex surgeries and a lengthy recovery, his evidence based practice and engaging demeanour has allowed a functional recovery.
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Kathleen Adams18:02 07 Jul 22

See very good  exercise physiologist & podiatrist here.Their understanding of you as an individual is impressive & sufficient to travel near 200 km round trip weekly for care.If I lived closer would use other disciplines here as I believe those I see wouldn't work with shabby practitioners.
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Kerrie Rooke05:35 10 May 22

Both my 13 year old & 11 year old daughters are regular visitors to Upwell Heath Collective.  After many years of searching for effective treatments we finally found Upwell and haven't looked back since!  The improvement in health and outlook over the last 2 years has been amazing.   I highly recommend the team at Upwell.Update - my daughters are now 15 and 13 and they are both flying!  The care and treatment they received at Upwell is the reason they are both managing their condition so well and now they only attend Upwell for the odd check-in session.   We will be eternally grateful to the wonderful team at Upwell.
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Susan01:10 03 Feb 22

thanks for Ryan Fuller professional treatment for my right elbow,make to feel better and can keep playing tennis!
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Brett Cox22:28 27 Jan 22

Love the team at Upwell.  Welcoming, supportive and most importantly they are elite at what they do!
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Wayne Bennett08:15 12 Jan 22

Excellent knowledgeable staff got me going again. Mathew gave me a really good work over.
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Anthony Sercia01:49 31 Dec 21

Visited Upwell for the first time today. Receptionist was polite, professional and accommodating.Saw Emma for my lower back problem. She was ultra professional, informative and knowledgeable.Highly, highly recommend
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Sarah Miles22:54 25 Dec 21

Amazing team at Upwell Health. Ryan and Jim have helped reduce my pain and get me running again (further than ever!). The reception staff are also super lovely. Highly recommend.
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Pedram Mehr21:24 23 Dec 21

I do not post more often but from the moment you walk in the door at Upwell, Julia has a great and friendly customer service at thereception.The quality of professionalism shown by Hannah Lindstrom, my Physiotherapist, is fantastic. So Knowledgeable and well informed.Keep up the great work.
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Jane Beams18:07 21 Dec 21

My experiences at Upwell Health Collective have been nothing but positive over the last few years. From the moment you are greeted by their friendly reception team in their bright and welcoming environment, to the excellent standard of care demonstrated by their practitioners, Upwell Health continues to maintain a consistent and professional approach each and every visit. I higly recommend this health service.
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Reider Fam06:27 21 Dec 21

They listen and respond taking your feedback on board. They are friendly and make certain you understand their approach and how it works to help you achieve your goals.
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Matt Spicer07:36 20 Dec 21

The whole team at Upwell Health Co are amazing. The "Collective" is not just their team, but also their patients and wider client base. You're looked after from start to finish. I have worked with the clinic for a long time now for both work and also as a patient and have felt welcomed from day one.If you have soreness, pain or an ailment you need seen too, you'll be treated with care, respect and expertise that will see you fighting fit in now time! Thanks team for always being professional and supportive.
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Gaz Cov06:53 19 Dec 21

I have been going to Upwell for almost 3 years due to having had a progressive neurological condition for almost 3 decades.  With the assistance of their excellent physios I have not only maintained my abilities but have greatly improved my strength,  flexibility and general ability to do things.The staff, from the physios, podiatrist and front desk personnel are all extremely friendly and helpful and the equipment is great.    Nice, open and airy environment, never crowded.  Undercover disabled parking and easy access is a huge plus for me due to only able to walk short distances using my rollator (walking frame).For me personally the Alter-G treadmill is fantastic, so much so that it's virtually a 100km round trip for me to get there, but absolutely worth it.It's an awesome place!Gary
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David Williams01:00 19 Dec 21

From the moment you arrive you feel welcome in the open and positive environment. The caring and efficient trainers in Pilates are great and the benefits are ongoing.
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Shea Rowell10:51 18 Dec 21

In my experience Upwell are a group of professional and personable practitioners who have always focused on not only treating the immediate issue, but also empowering and educating me to move forward with a positive mindset. Multiple disciplines within the centre is a definite advantage and the overall atmosphere and environment is uplifting from the moment you walk in the door.
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Andrew Shepherd05:43 18 Dec 21

From the moment you walk in the door at Upwell, you are welcomed by the relaxing environment and decor as well as the friendly reception staff who remember your name.The quality of care and professionalism shown by the team is first class which is what has kept me returning over the last 2 yearsI have been treated by Billy (Exercise Physiology) who was super supportive in creating an exercise plan to improve my mobility and posture.Will is hands down the best Myotherapist I have ever been treated by. I always feel better when I leave Upwell, Will is friendly, cares about his clients and tailors stretches for me to do at home in between sessions.I cannot recommend this clinic more highly!
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Elijah Halliday01:50 18 Dec 21

Amazing service and great physios! Ryan was super helpful in developing strategies to alleviate my back pain and get me back to normal.
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Alana Thomas20:07 17 Dec 21

This clinic is brilliant! Service and booking process are top notch, the facility is gorgeous and thoughtfully designed and the staff are great at what they do. I can highly recommend the myotherapy team!
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A S11:07 17 Dec 21

Engaging, professional, thorough, credible, relevant, supportive.
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Lynne Kells08:47 17 Dec 21

A welcoming, caring, conscientious and positive team who take a holistic view towards client's wellness.Knowledgeable of many conditions and special requirements for clients with particular medical/physical needs and the team communicate constructively with support workers and NDIS workers. I have never felt comfortable at a gym, but I do at Upwell where the importance is on you being there, not what you look like.  Handy having other disciplines on the one site. Fabulous accessible facilities and parking and I find it convenient being on a tram line.I could not speak highly enough of my multiskilled Exercise Physiologist and credit her with enabling my walking and balance in preventing falls.
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Rosemary Reddick08:31 17 Dec 21

Excellent care and advice.  Always focused on the needs of the client.Thanks Hannah.
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wendy stanlake07:56 17 Dec 21

Quality health services in a relaxing environment. Love my clinical exercise classes, feeling stronger!
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Kathy Barun07:20 17 Dec 21

Where do we start. What a fantastic setup and a fabulous environment. The conditions and surroundings are just brilliant.The staff so welcoming, gentle,  kind, patient with their clients.I accompanied my lovely client with a disability and she felt welcomed, not rushed and each step was explained and shown throughout her session. She is so excited to be starting a new health and fitness path and can't wait to see Billy who was a amazing trainer.What's more she got a xmas gift.If you are wanting to get your fitness, health and wellbeing don't go anywhere else Upwell is a must...Super happy client H and Kath 🙂
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Monique Cambrey-Young06:57 17 Dec 21

I couldn't recommend the team at Upwell enough. Seeing multiple practitioners has been easy and the continuity of care is amazing. I have been listened to and felt my treatment was tailored to me. I always feel happy and uplifted when I arrive, the environment is so calming and welcoming. The reception and admin team are always willing to help and assist and great with a smile (behind a mask). I haven't ever been to a medical practice and felt so comfortable or welcome, there is definitely no medical hostility or feeling to upwell.
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Gail Ryan06:36 17 Dec 21

Excellent facilities, on time appointments, caring and professional staff who communicate well with their clients. Highly recommend
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Olivia Young05:58 17 Dec 21

Very impressive service from the second you walk in. Cannot fault the experience.
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Jeff Beddome05:53 17 Dec 21

I went their Physio for several months and my back was not getting any better.  I asked if I needed to see a  back surgeon and the physio told me no, if it doesn't get any better in the next couple of months we have a senior Physio we can get you to see.I then went to a back surgeon who had me admitted to hospital for a back operation for a badly leaking disc.  12 months later I am fully recovered.Upwell Clinic seem more motivated for money and extra class's  and not your physical and mental health.Never going beck to Upwell clinic
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Marijn Kortekaas05:32 17 Dec 21

I can't be more positive about my experience at Upwell Health. From the moment you walk in you are greeted with smiles from the reception team and made welcome and cared for. The clinical staff is thorough and professional and I love that I get my exercises on the PhysiApp app to keep me on track. The space is clean and modern with ample parking. Keep up the amazing work team!
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Jackson Tozer05:29 17 Dec 21

Could not find more professional or friendly service if you tried!
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Tim Hunt-Smith04:52 17 Dec 21

First class team and facilities. No hesitation to recommend.
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Anna Bowes04:09 24 Jun 21

How refreshing to see such an innovative facility with professionals that care. Elise is brilliant and she has helped me enormously with my acute back pain. Elise explains everything to you and listens. Excellent and very professional. Highly recommend.
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Christopher Burton02:49 23 Apr 21

Over the last 1.5 months I have been seeing Jim Unkles @ Upwell Health Collective. I would like to thank him for not only the work he has done to reduce my pain physically but also the flow on effect it has had on me personally. I am happier, healthier & a positive frame of mind. The team is great & always give you a warm welcome when you arrive. The facility is fabulous & the people are all great! Thanks Jim for your help - Chris.
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Jon Mowen08:11 27 Jan 21

This place is amazing, excellent excellent service, professionalism and hospitality!!!
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Mark Emney21:37 20 Dec 20

The team at Upwell are fantastic. Over the last two years they have treated my daughter and myself for various injuries and conditions. Very knowledgeable, very friendly and very focussed on helping you get results in a supportive way. I have really valued their holistic approach combining both physical and mental strengthening. Their equipment is also second to none. I would highly recommend them!
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Bridget Blackshaw10:38 16 Dec 20

Inviting nurturing, calm space to exercise. The staff are experienced and knowledgeable and obviously very happy in their work environment. From the front desk to my Physio the staff are inclusive and helpful.  I love my Pilates sessions and have recovered after surgery because my Physio has tailored an exercise plan especially for  me. No week is the same, every class is different and always challenging. Highly recommend Upwell Health.
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Chloe Molloy01:22 16 Dec 20

I call this place a health cafe, you can access a wide range of healthcare professions. Name it and Upwell probably have it. They provide a holistic approach to making a difference in my life and no doubt other clients. They have changed the way I view my body, I only get one and with Upwell by my side, I am ensuring it is always in it's best form. A family culture that I haven't experienced anywhere else.
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Amanda Ayad05:04 15 Dec 20

Highly recommend to everyone. All staff are professional, friendly and knowledgeable. You really feel welcomed and in safe hands as soon as you enter the premises. The office is great with lots of colour and lights so you don’t feel like you’re in a clinic. Hands down the best place I have been to.
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Wagan Adil Saeed04:48 15 Dec 20

The team here is amazing. Especially Mathew, he is well acquainted with his field and provides excellent support through out treatment. I have seen Jim and found him great podiatrist. Customer service is exceptional as well.
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Renee Ivarsen08:42 30 Nov 20

After a knee injury from years ago, I’d all but given up hope I could repair it but started seeing Elise & she’s been amazing. So clear with a plan on my road to recovery. I would recommend Elise 100%.
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Troy08:47 06 Nov 20

I felt that the people I dealt with very highly professional, caring and had a through knowledge of what was required for my situation.I left the clinic with a confidence in what was required to enhance my wellbeing.The follow up is outstanding, Michael Malthouse
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Sam Laubsch07:28 06 Nov 20

Thank you to the team for the services that you provide.  The level of expertise and knowledge that the team applies to client care is above expectation.
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Shae Adams02:53 06 Nov 20

Friendly faces upon arrival. Perfect service
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Kylie Brown02:53 06 Nov 20

Best team and have changed my life!!!
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Victoria Street06:39 05 Nov 20

Such a great team and amazing service offered. I’ve seen a number of the team here and they have all been excellent. Special thanks to Ash who got me through my second pregnancy. Couldn’t recommend more highly.
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Roland Youakim06:05 05 Nov 20

Banging service all round. Will is the best myo/remedial therapist going round, and the rest of the team rock!
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Shhh Silk02:55 05 Nov 20

After experiencing a calf strain back in June 2020 I visited Ryan from Upwell. Ryan has been treating me since June and focused on both my recovery and rebuilding the muscle so I could recommence my running training. 20 weeks on and I have started to break some personal running records. The entire team at Upwell are extremely friendly and welcoming. It seems as though Upwell prides itself on patient care and exceptional service. Thank you Ryan for your patience and care. I now look forward to starting my pilates journey with Ash and beating some more personal running goals. - Olivia
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Elise Whitby, is an exceptionally talented individual in the growing field of all aspects within physiology.Every experienced opportunity I've had the pleasure of being treated by her has been, extremely outstanding!Her talent in analysing and deciphering descriptions of discomfort and manoeuvring proper physiology techniques in treament is World Class!At the same time, Elise is also able to exert and place prevention measures of symptomatic and asymptomatic pain within the body.111/100
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As a physio myself of 30 years standing, I have a pretty good idea about what a great standard of care looks like. I would recommend the Upwell Health Collective team because the physiotherapy I receive there for my neck pain is excellent. The admin team and the venue are also of the highest standard.
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Kimberley Caines00:11 15 Oct 19

I can't speak highly enough of the amazing professionals at Upwell Health. Their support, knowledge & understanding of their clients needs is beyond anything I've come across before. Thank you!
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Mark Emney23:02 23 Jul 19

Our daughter has been seeing the team at Upwell Health for injury treatment for the last six months. They have been fantastic. A great team of people. Very professional and friendly. Would highly recommend!
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Laura Humphris08:08 27 Jun 19

A huge amount of services on offer. Such lovely and attentive staff!
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Jane Gutteridge04:57 22 Apr 19

Upwell have created a beautiful space. As a long time fan of Pilates, I noticed a huge difference in my overall strength and tone after joining Hannah Drysdale’s clinical pilate sessions. Each class is tailored to my specific requirements and I love how patient and attentive she is to ensure we’re doing the exercises correctly. Hannah is an absolute delight and I always look forward to my classes with her.
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Ella Moonen02:17 21 Apr 19

Best experience so professional!
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Hannah Drysdale is an absolute angel! She has helped me so much over the last few years!All the girls on the front desk are incredible! They always remember who you are and really make you feel valued and important!
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James Davis11:13 14 Apr 19

Thorough assessment and treatment along with easy to understand explanations of what they were doing and why.
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Jodie Drysdale01:23 13 Apr 19

I attend classes at Upwell twice weekly to keep me fit and healthy and strong. The staff are all excellent, it is such a welcoming environment. I would highly recommend to anyone of any age wanting to improve their overall wellbeing.
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Brooke Fielke02:38 02 Apr 19

I love going to see the amazing staff at Upwell! The team is so welcoming and personable. The physio and pilates classes are very effective and fun.
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Laura Gregory11:01 31 Mar 19

Really friendly and down-to-earth owners and allied health staff. Very welcoming place
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As a patient, I found the team at Upwell extremely skilful and diverse in their methods, helping myself progress through my rehabilitation with smooth, steady progress.
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Fantastic team and facility. Great vibe and the gang go above and beyond!
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Matt McKimm05:24 30 Mar 19

Upwell is a refreshing take on the standard physiotherapy clinic. The staff are so engaging and make you leave so motivated to look after yourself. My physio treatment really worked and the pilates really complimented my recovery, making it a one stop shop. Love the upwell team!
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Simone Alana07:16 28 Mar 19

Staff are amazing and focus on your holistic care. Nice to have such dedicated professionals and services in the one location.
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Love that everything you need is under the same roof! Staff are really friendly and understanding. Highly reccommend!
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An absolute pleasure to come here! All of the staff are so friendly, the facilities are so clean and they show a general care in wanting you to reach your goal! Would highly recommend.
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Sze Yuen Pua15:53 19 Mar 19

Awesome concept for health and wellness service, great mission and vision. Collaborative and holistic approach to providing quality healthcare overall from the team.
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I have never seen a health centre take so much pride in their environment and how they treat their patients, I actually enjoy coming in and feel inspired. The staff are all top of their game, super friendly and fun!
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